
Maritime iTV
for every mission  
and expedition 



iTV System 
for Immersive 
Onboard Experience                      

Digitalize your ship  
services for higher  
passenger, crew,  
and staff satisfaction 
and wellbeing.

Impress your guests with the highest standards. 
Offer them the best in-room possibilities to view 
content on-demand. 
 
Encourage them to experience the world outside 
the cabin: your à la carte restaurant, special 
offers, and free massages. Use innovative 
technology to communicate with your guests 
in a modern and effective way. Excite them to 
experience more.

Home Screen
Personalized menu with access to all available 
services, customized with cruise line logo, 
background image, advertising or informational 
banners.

Audio & Video on Demand
Access to movies, videos, PayTV, music, audio-
books, and newspapers free or debited via
PMS on check-out.

Access Your Own Content 
YouTube, Netflix, Spotify, and other popular online 
services on the TV screen log in to guests’
personal profiles or casting apps on TV.

Ship Itinerary and Info
Information about the ship, excursions, routes, 
shop, events, announcements, weather, currencies, 
world clock, important phone numbers, emergency 
contacts.

Housekeeper
The ship can keep track of the minibar items and 
cabin maintenance status. Staff enter their ID and 
PIN on a remote controller from the cabin to  
confirm they have finished the cabin maintenance.

Cabin Service Reservation
Breakfast, dining, massages, or any other in-cabin 
or out of cabin service (spa, beauty, sports,  
restaurants, etc.) can be ordered from the screen 
with tracking and a “change the order” option.

Promo Channel & Advertising
The cruise can cast its custom radio or TV  
channels with promotional information like in-
house services, animation activities, etc. Moreover, 
banners and promotions can be placed across the 
portal, clickable on the remote.

Shops & Catalogues 
A virtual catalog offering goods sold on board, 
just like any online shop. Requires PMS
connection to debit payments.

Guest Survey
Customed questionnaires to evaluate guest  
experience, done in an easy and paperless way.

Messaging System & Assistance 
Direct messaging between ship reception desk 
and cabins, per guest or per range of cabins. Also, 
a butler can be requested to the cabin with a single 
click.
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Customisable hospitality and entertainment solutions for ship operators.

S IMPLI CIT Y

Maritime Content Platform

IT is getting more important and complex. Nevron’s 
software components are developed in-house, 
which is a great  asset to us. The company also offers 
us comprehensive support to use innovative tech-
nologies in the best way  possible.

Eric J. Roney, 
Manager, Information Technology  
Fleet Infrastructure at Silversea Cruises
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We scouted the market, looking for a new smart 
platform to manage TV on board our ships, and after 
a long search we chose Nevron. They offer excellent 
value for money with a native solution that covers 
entertainment, marketing and service requirements. 
Their solution is also open and easy to integrate with 
other systems and they provide the service layer that 
can complement our guest  management solution, 

Fabio Agostini, 
CIO at Silversea Cruises

“ according to our original design. They are very responsive 
and supportive in projects. The solution doesn’t  require a lot 
of support but the very few times we have had small inci-
dents, their help desk has been effective. Overall, we are very 
happy.

Onboard infotainment through the digitalization 
of guest relationships results in higher passenger 
satisfaction, retention, and spending.  
New advertising channels promoting onboard 
services, goods, and travel routes enhance overall 
profitability. 

New advertising channels promoting onboard 
services, goods, and travel routes enhance overall 
profitability, optimize processes, and improve 
safety.

Well-informed, inspired, and satisfied guests 
choose the experiences they love via the most 
relevant digital channels. Memorable experiences 
grant fulfillment and wellbeing, encouraging 
passengers to return for more. 

Why does it matter?

Ultimate Onboard Satisfaction 
iTV solutions for passenger and crew satisfaction.

Higher Guest Satisfaction

Increased Revenue

More memorable 
experiences



T: +386 (0)4 777 00 70 
info@nevron.eu
www.nevron.eu

Book a Demo
Let your iTV adventure 
begin with Nevron!

Know where you are in the world.  

Offer your guests an exciting feature  
to monitor current vessel position.  
Let there be content at every point  
of their journey!

Features: 

• Visualization of the vessel 
movements on map

• Speed and draught graphic

• Insights on the arrival and 
departure time

• Information about nearby cities

• Route prediction

Ship position NE W S O LUTI O N


